Odisha Hockey Men’s World Cup Bhubaneswar 2018
28 Nov - 16 Dec 2018
Bhubaneswar (IND)

Match Report

Match # 10
Date 02 Dec 2018
Time 19:00
Pool / Class Pool C
Pitch Kalinga Stadium

Match Report

India

Full Time 2 - 2
Third Period 1 - 1
Half-time 0 - 1
First Period 0 - 1

Belgium

Minute | Shirt # | Name | Green | Yellow | Red
-------|---------|------|-------|--------|-------
2       | van DOREN Loic (GK) | X | 2
4       | van DOREN Arthur | X | 4
7       | DOHMEN John-John | X | 7
8       | van AUBEL Florent | 4 | 9
9       | DOCKIER Sébastien | 4 | 10
10      | CHARLIER Cédric | X | 12
12      | BOCCARD Gauthier | 7 | 13
de KERPEL Nicolas | X | 15
15      | STOCKBROEKX Emmanuel | 3 | 16
16      | HENDRICKX Alexander | X | 17
17      | BRIELS Thomas (C) | X | 19
19      | DENAYER Felix | X | 21
21      | VANASCH Vincent (GK) | X | 22
22      | GOUGNARD Simon | 7 | 23
de SLOOVER Arthur | X | 25
25      | LUYPAERT Loick | 4 | 26
26      | WEGNEZ Victor | X | 27
27      | BOON Tom | Coach | McLEOD Shane

Team Manager
CIRIELLO Chris
Umpire
GROCHAL Marcin (POL)
Scoring Judge
CHAN Alfred (HKG)
Technical Officer
ISBERG Björn (SWE)

Minute | Number | Action | Score
-------|--------|--------|-------
8       | 16     | PC     | 0 - 1
39      | 1      | PS     | 1 - 1
IND     | 10     | FG     | 2 - 1
BEL     | 22     | FG     | 2 - 2

Technical Delegate: DECKENBROCK Christian (GER)
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